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X-ray waveguides with multiple guiding layers
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We have generalized the principle of resonant x-ray beam coupling to waveguides containing multiple
guiding layers and characterized their x-ray optical properties. In such a device, several coherent beams of a
width on the order of 10–100 nm can be extracted at the end of the waveguide. By measuring the farfield
pattern formed by the interference of the beams, we demonstrate the possibility of using these devices as new
tools to tailor the field distribution in the near- and far-field region for specific applications. Besides coherent
diffraction and imaging, interferometry with two or more nanometer sized beams can be envisioned.
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During recent years, several new techniques using co
ent x-ray beams have evolved upon the availability of n
and highly brilliant synchrotron radiation sources, rangi
from coherent diffraction and photon correlatio
spectroscopy1–3 to hard x-ray microscopy and imaging4

New optical devices for coherent hard x-ray radiation m
lead to further improvements. Submicrometer spot sizes
coherent beams have recently been achieved by Fre
lenses.5 However, current lithographic processes and an
sorption contrast decreasing with photon energy limit
performance of both Fresnel and Bragg-Fresnel-type op
in the regime of hard x-rays. Providing an alternative rou
Feng and co-workers proposed the use of x-ray waveg
structures and demonstrated the feasibility of a reson
beam coupling device, which produces a coherent and di
gent x-ray beam with precisely defined properties concern
beam shape and coherence.6 Following this principle, Lago-
marsino and co-workers performed a lenseless phase con
microscopy experiment with submicrometer resolution
one direction. For the demonstration experiment the auth
have used a waveguided beam with a cross section of;1300
Å @full width at half maximum~FWHM!# in a transmission
microscopy setup.7 We have recently shown that even bea
widths of less than 100 Å can be achieved by the techniq8

The basic structure of a hard x-ray waveguide consist
a low density guiding layer sandwiched in between layers
high density. Accordingly, the guided modes are resona
excited by shining a parallel beam onto the waveguide un
grazing incidence at a set of discrete anglesa i ,n . A coherent
beam exits the structure at the side with a cross section
responding to the thickness of the guiding layer and a div
gence given by the FWHM of the Fourier transform of t
excited standing wavefield@see also Eq.~1!#. The divergence
of the exiting guided mode, the angular acceptance, and
absolute number of supported modes, can be all contro
by the structural and geometric parameters and varied wi
a certain range.9,10 However, single guiding laye
waveguides are characterized by strong restrictions, conc
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ing particularly the shape in the nearfield and thus in
farfield pattern. Additionally, high coupling efficiencies o
single guiding layer waveguides can only be achieved fo
very small angular acceptance of the incident beam~typi-
cally a few thousandths of a degree!.11 A broader angular
acceptance combined with a more divergent x-ray sou
would lead to an increased absolute flux throughput co
pared to the performance of a conventional waveguide
such a source. In order to overcome these limitations,
have generalized the concept of resonant beam coupling
vices ~x-ray waveguides! in the present work from single to
multiple guiding layers. By multiple guiding laye
waveguides one can generate more complex and specifi
tailored field distributions in the near- and far-field region
Most importantly, this scheme may open a new way to p
form x-ray holography and interferometry experiments us
two or more coherent beams of nanometer dimensions.

Figure 1 shows the schematic of a waveguide struct
consisting of several guiding layers of a low density mate
~such as carbon! with an index of refractionn1 and a thick-
nessd1 separated by comparably thin layers of a high dens
material~such as nickel! with d2 and n2 , respectively. To-
wards the substrate~silicon or floatglass! the periodic
multilayer structure is bounded by a thick bottom lay
~thicknessdb , index n2). To gain an understanding of th
mode excitation and waveguide properties, we have ca
lated the internal~and external! standing electromagneti
field as a function of the structural and geometric parame
~layer thickness, composition and density, interface rou
ness, angles of incidence, x-ray energy! by a transfer matrix
algorithm similar to the one used in the case of opti
waveguides.12 Equivalently, one can use the well known Pa
ratt formalism13 for such calculations. The results can b
conveniently illustrated by two-dimensional contour plo
where the field amplitude or intensity is shown as a funct
of the incidence anglea i and depth into the samplez. In Fig.
2 calculations for waveguides with one~top!, two ~middle!,
and multiple ~bottom! guiding layers are shown, with th
16 939 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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electric field intensityuEy(z)u2 coded in a logarithmically
scaled table of gray shades~black corresponds to a high fiel
intensity!.

In the simplest case with only one guiding layer~top!
mode excitation appears for a set of nearly discrete value
a i in a range between the critical angle of the guiding la
ac15A2d1;0.081° and ac25A2d2;0.171° ~separation
layers/bottom layer, 20 keV x-rays!.14 The angular accep
tance of the TE0~zero-order transverse electric! mode in
such a structure is typically of the order of several tho
sandths of a degree. The enhancement of the electric
intensity respective to the incident beam reaches a facto
;120 for a i ,TE0. Note also that absorption was included
these calculations, although it turned out to have only a
nor effect for x-ray energies ofl,1 Å. Equally, interfacial
roughness did not significantly alter the intensity valu
since the product of the rms roughnesss and the internal
wave vectorskz8 remained small, as long ass did not exceed
15 Å by far.

Adding another guiding layer~Fig. 2, middle! leads to a
splitting of the single modes into submodes with a symme
~at smallera i) and antisymmetric phase shape~greatera i),
analogous to the quantum mechanical tunnel splitting
double well potentials or overlappings orbitals in quantum
chemistry. Thus we are able to produce a resonantly
hanced internal field distribution with a shape similar to t
TE1 mode of a single-layer guide, but with a different pha
pattern. Another important point is the increased angular
ceptance, i.e., ‘‘allowed’’ angles of incidence, for whic
mode excitation inside the guide appears. Additionally th
is no loss in the maximum field enhancement, as would
sult, e.g., from a simple decrease in the top layer thicknes
a single-layer guide. A further increase in the number
guiding layers leads to a set of guiding bands, where m
excitation is observed within intervals ofa i , see Fig. 2~bot-
tom!. Note that the single submodes in the two guiding ba
are still discernible. A more detailed analysis shows that
electric field amplitudes and shapes of these submodes
pend very sensitively ona i and very complex phase distr
butions can be achieved by selecting the corresponding
cited submode. In the limit of an infinite number of guidin
layers a perfect bandlike behavior results, and it is no lon
possible to select a single submode, also because of the
matically enhanced probability of modemixing in the latt
case.

FIG. 1. Sketch of a multiple guiding layer waveguide with e
iting beams interfering at the side of the sample.
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To experimentally demonstrate the effects calcula
above and to fabricate the first multiple guiding layer stru
tures, a series of differently designed waveguides was fa
cated by dc magnetron sputtering. The x-ray experime
were carried out at the bending magnet beamline ROBL
ESRF with a Si@111# double monochromator adjusted to a
x-ray energy of 20 keV. We used a beamsize at the samp
0.1 mm~vert.!30.1 mm~hor.! and a fast scintillation detecto
mounted on the detector arm at a distance of 680 mm. In
3, the measured reflectivity of a single guiding layer stru
ture ~55 Å Ni/1098 Å C/220 Å Ni/floatglass-substrate!, a
waveguide with two guiding layers~75 Å Ni/98 Å C/97 Å
Ni/94 Å C/202 Å Ni/substrate! and a multiple guiding layer
waveguide (73@25 Å Ni/457 Å C#/200 Å Ni/floatglass-
substrate! are shown. Apart from the above thickness valu
an average rms roughness ofs;9 Å, and an additional ox-
ide layer of a thickness of 14 Å at the top was obtained fr
a reflectivity fitting procedure based on the film densities
nickel and carbon typically observed in sputtering.

The waveguide effects readily manifest themselves in
reflectivity curve as cusps in the plateau of otherwise to
external reflection. In a simplistic argument valid for infini
samples and beams, photons get trapped under the reson
conditions in the guiding layer propagating over an act
coupling length~in our case;500–1000mm! parallel to the
surface, and are therefore more likely to get absorbed.15 The
enhanced absorption loss manifests itself as a pronoun
decrease in the reflectivity. From the width of the cusps,
angular acceptance of the mode can be roughly estimate
case of a finite structure cut off at one side, photons trap
in the guiding layer may also exit at the side leading to
beam of nanometer dimension. This may happen, if the fo
print of the beam is separated from the edge of the sampl

FIG. 2. Contour plots of the calculated electric field intens
uEy(z)u2 inside Ni/C waveguides with one~top!, two ~middle!, and
seven~bottom! guiding layers~20 keV x rays!.
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not much further than the active coupling length.
Very clearly, the double and multiple guiding-layer stru

tures give rise to a splitting and thus broadening of the cu
in the plateau of otherwise total external reflection, as
pected from the simulations in Fig. 2. A more direct e
dence of the waveguide effects and an assessment of it
ficiency in the single and multiple guiding layer structur
can be obtained by measuring the beam exiting horizont
from the sample, setting the detector toa f50 with detector
slits adjusted to integrate over60.2° ~corresponding to the
divergence of the exiting mode!. The corresponding curve
as a function ofa i are shown together with the respecti
reflectivity curves, clearly demonstrating the enhanced an
lar acceptance compared to a single guiding-layer dev
For the double~multiple! guiding layer device we estimate
fourfold ~sevenfold! increase of the flux density compared
a hypothetical slit of the same cross section@which corre-
sponds to a gain of 4~7! at that wavelength#.16

To study the complete farfield pattern of the modes,
have measured the detected intensity both for the double
multiple guiding layer waveguide as a function ofa i anda f .
For the double guiding layer waveguide the results
shown in Fig. 4 in the form of two detector scans for ang
of incidence a i ,TE0050.129° and a i ,TE0150.136° corre-
sponding the two submodes of the TE0 mode. Apart from
peaks of the primary beam passing the sample ata f5a i and
the specular reflected beam ata f5a i on can clearly see the

FIG. 3. Measured reflectivity~open circles connected by line!
and waveguided mode~full circles connected by line! of a wave-
guide with a single 1098 Å carbon guiding layer~top!, with two
guiding layers ~75 Å Ni/98 Å C/97 Å Ni/94 Å C/202 Å Ni/
substrate! ~middle! and with multiple guiding layers (7
3@25 Å Ni/457 Å C#/200 Å Ni/substrate! ~bottom! for 20 keV x
rays.
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pronounced farfield interference reflecting the particu
shape of the waveguided mode. The interference patter
spread out over a wide angular range~particularly far into the
areaa f,0, where the sample shadows the direct beam!. In
the case of the multiple guiding layer device the data
represented as a logarithmically coded contour plot in Fig
In this representation, the primary beam passing the sam
at 2u50 appears as a straight vertical streak, the spec
beam at 2u52a i (a i5a f) as a straight but inclined streak
For the double~multiple! guiding layer waveguide an aver
age width~FWHM in vertical direction! of the interference
maxima of ;0.004° ~;0.03°! and a periodicityDa f ,max

measured

FIG. 4. Top: Measured farfield patternI (a f) of the excited
TE00 and TE01 submode of a waveguide with two guiding lay
~95 Å Ni/98 Å C/101 Å Ni/100 Å C/202 Å Ni/substrate!. Bottom:
Calculated farfield intensity distributionI (a f) for the same struc-
ture for two angles of incidence corresponding to the TE00 a
TE01 ~20 keV x rays!.

FIG. 5. Logarithmic contourplot of measured interference p
tern as a function ofa i and 2u5a i1a f of a multiple guiding layer
waveguide (73@25 Å Ni/457 Å C#/200 Å Ni/substrate! for 20 keV
x rays.
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50.207° (Da f ,max
measured50.0727°) at a i50.136° (a i

50.105°) was determined.
As a first approach for the explanation of the results

can consider the end of the waveguide as a grating wi
spacing of 193 Å~482 Å! @the periodicity of the double
~multiple! guiding layer stackd5d11d2#. Illuminating the
grating with a plane wave would result in a diffracted inte
ference pattern with maxima atd sinaf,max56ml, wherem
is a positive integer andd5d11d2 . Evaluating the expres
sion for the parameters of the multiple guiding layer wav
guide one getsDa f ,max

theoretical50.0736°, which is in good agree
ment with the measured values. For the double la
waveguide the expected theoretical valueDa f ,max

theoretical

50.184° is slightly smaller than the experimental val
Da f ,max

measured50.207°. Although this is of course a very simp
approach, we can understand the basic origin of the m
sured intensity distribution as a simple interference of
coherent beams exiting horizontally from the wavegu
structure. For a more complete description of the pheno
ena, we have calculated farfield patterns for several exc
submodes of the multiple guiding layer waveguide. In pr
ciple, this can be done in the same way as for wavegu
with only one guiding layer, where the Fraunhofer farfie
intensity distribution as a function of the exiting anglea f
~Ref. 17! is given in the approximation of small angles by

I~a f !5I0U E
2`

1`

Ey~z!eik0 sin~a f !zdzU2

. ~1!

Calculating the farfield pattern for two angles of inciden
corresponding to the two submodes of the double guid
layer device results in the plots shown in Fig. 4~bottom!.
The periodicity of the maxima ina f has for both cases
roughly the same value and compares well with the sim
grating approach. However, the positions of the maxima
shifted against each other due to the different phase pa
of the two nearfields. While we see a maximum exactly c
tered ata f50° for a i50.129° ~TE00!, the farfield pattern
calculated fora i50.136° shows two symmetric maxima
a f560.1°. In the case of the multiple guiding layer devi
the farfield pattern is calculated for two angles of inciden
corresponding to the lower (a i50.085°) and upper (a i
50.089°) end of the TE0 band and shown in Fig. 6. Aga
we get a pattern with a centered maximum (a i50.085°) and
one with two symmetric maxima around 2u5a i (a f50),
but this time with a rather strong decay towards greaterua f u.
Due to the different relative intensity decays, the farfie
pattern with the single centered maxima is far more do
nant in Fig. 5 than the other. Importantly, the simulation c
clearly reproduce the experimental feature of the split, V-l
shaped maxima in Fig. 5. In principle, the complete mapp
can be simulated by this approach, which is however num
cally rather slow. However, the effect of mode mixing,
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observed and characterized by Feng, Deckmann, and S
in Ref. 18 for single guiding layer waveguides, should
expected to be more prominent in the present multiple gu
ing layer structures and may necessitate further modificat
in the description.8

In summary, we have successfully demonstrated the p
ciple of multiple guiding layer x-ray waveguide structur
and have shown that they can be understood by a stra
forward generalization of the single waveguide case. T
results can most simply be understood as a grating struc
for hard x rays with a tailored periodicity in the range 10
<d<2000 Å, controlled by the design and growth of th
structure. Importantly the device differs from a hypothetic
transmission grating in that the field intensity impinging
the grating is enhanced up to two orders of magnitude by
waveguide resonance. Furthermore, one should be abl
tailor specific shapes of the exiting coherent x-ray beam a
careful parameter studies in the simulation of the elec
field and the corresponding farfield, possibly leading to n
focusing devices. Such optical components could be of p
ticular interest for thermal and cold neutrons, where o
could use structures with more than 100 resonance la
without significant limits by absorbtion. Guiding layer stru
tures for hard x rays, e.g., with two guiding layers could le
to novel applications in x-ray interferometry, as the farfie
distribution is crucially sensitive to phase changes in one
the interference beams. In this way information on the loc
nanoscale electronic density can be projected onto ma
scopic area detectors. Furthermore dynamic properties c
also be probed in a two-beam or multibeam interferen
setup, as the exiting beam is fully coherent and theref
amenable to photon correlation spectroscopy.

We thank K. Ben-Saidane, W. Graf, and F. Berberich
their technical support and B. Toperverg, A. Frank, and
Windt for a series of fruitful discussions.

FIG. 6. Calculated farfield intensity distributionI (a f) for two
angles of incidence corresponding to the upper~dashed! and lower
~line! end of the TE0-guiding band~20 keV x rays!.
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